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ABSTRACT
Thiol-acrylate materials have been demonstrated to have therapeutic potential as
biocompatible scaffolds for bone tissue regeneration due to their osteoconductivity,
biodegradability, and well-suited mechanical properties. This study connects the mechanical
properties and stability of thiol-acrylate polymer with cell adhesion and proliferation of
human

adipose

derived

stromal

cells.

The

polymer

presented

in

this

study,

trimethylolpropane ethoxylate triacrylate-co-trimethylolpropane tris (3-mercaptopropionate)
(TMPeTA-co-TMPTMP), was synthesized by an amine-catalyzed Michael addition reaction.
Physical, mechanical, and chemical characterizations were performed on the polymeric
scaffold, followed by preliminary in vitro cytocompatibility tests. Live/dead staining assays
showed significant differences in cell adhesion for TMPeTA (692 and 912 MW).
Collectively, these results highlight the potential for these thiol-acrylate based polymers to be
a versatile, biocompatible scaffold for bone tissue engineering applications.

v

INTRODUCTION
Specific polymer characteristics affect cell adhesion in vitro and subsequently tissue
formation in vivo such as wettability, mechanical integrity, and surface charge [1, 2]. The
importance of hydrophilicity of the polymer greatly enhances the cells function by aiding in
the extracellular protein adsorption [3]. Furthermore, the surface charge plays a significant
role showing the interaction between charged species within the extracellular matrix and
charged molecules on the polymer [1, 4].The crosslinking density of a polymeric substrate
plays an important role in cell behavior illustrated by a change in morphology [5, 6]. Cells
only attach to relatively stiff, highly crosslinked substrates by transmembrane receptors
(integrins), which connect the cytoskeleton of the cells to the substrate [7, 8] .
Challenges of cell adhesion involve adsorption of three protein classes, ECM,
transmembrane, and cell adhesion receptors/molecules that all must communicate
successfully with the substrate for attachment. Surfaces that lack the ability to adsorb these
proteins, such as PEG (polyethylene glycol), lead to weak interactions between the substrate
and the cells adhering causing the cells not to adhere to the substrate [9, 10]. With these
challenges of attaching cells to polymeric surfaces, the use of adhesive proteins such as RGD
or collagen have been used to aid in the adhesion of cells [11-14].
Base catalyzed Michael addition for polymerization of thiol-acrylate polymers
has been posited as a biocompatible method for in situ formation of degradable
synthetic bone grafts. Anion can add onto the double bond from the acrylate present
forming a crosslinked polymer network [12, 14]. Thiol-acrylate polymers contribute to the
properties needed for cell attachment by promoting cell adhesion without the addition of
these cell adhesive proteins or peptides. Pentaerythritol triacrylate-co-trimethylolpropane
(PETA) scaffolds, which were shown to be fabricated through thiol-acrylate chemistry,
displayed its potential for bone augments and grafts [15, 16]. The thiol-acrylate polymers
1

described in this study are synthesized by a nucleophile-initiated Michael addition reaction
that precedes by a step-growth polymerization by first forming a tertiary amine catalyst
which deprotonates a thiol. The thiolate anion can add onto the double bond from the acrylate
present forming a crosslinked polymer network.
The main purpose of this study is to demonstrate the effect of amine content; MW of
the monomer and average functionality has on cell adhesion. Several compositions of
polymer were synthesized based on varying monomer and base catalyst content. Initial
characterization studies were performed involving mechanical, mass loss, and contact angle
profiles. Live/dead staining and Picogreen quantification of DNA was used to study the
attachment and proliferation of human adipose-derived adult stem cells (hASCs) onto the
polymer matrix.
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Stem cells in bone regeneration
Bone marrow stem cells (BMSCs) and Adipose derived stem cells (hASCs) are the
two main sources of human cells. They both have multipotential differentiation capacity and
are used in laboratories; however BMSCs have more invasive harvest procedures. HASCs are
alternative sources for BMSCs. In addition to being less invasive, they are capable of
differentiating into multiple lineages, including osteogenic lineages (figure 1) [17]. The
maximum volume of human marrow derived in each surgery with local anesthesia cannot go
beyond 40 ml which contains about 1.2 ×109 nucleated cells. In contrast, harvesting adipose
tissue under the same surgical condition provides about 200 ml and contains 2×108 nucleated
cells per 100 ml of lipoaspirate. Thus the number of stem cell derived from lipoaspirate will
typically have an excess of 1×106 stem cells, which is 40 times more than cells in marrow
[18].
HASCs can be isolated from fat taken from liposuction (figure 2). The adipose cells
are washed, filtered, and centrifuged, and plated. In order to have successful osteogenesis and
bone regeneration, it is necessary to have high quality cells with an increased capacity to
proliferate and differentiate. Proliferation rates and differentiation determine the tissue
engineering potential of stem cells. The proliferation rate is the speed at which the cells
replicate themselves. Differentiation is the process by which the ability of an unspecialized
cell changes to a specialized cell, such as a muscle, nerve, or bone cell (figure 1) [19]. These
two parameters are critical, because if cells are not proliferating and differentiating into the
desired cell, the engineered tissue will fail in serving the function of the host tissue [19].
When cells go through a longer expansion time and higher passaging number they
will lose their proliferation and differentiation capacity. Stem cells have the ability to undergo
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D
ted stem ceells of speccific lineagee pathwayss can be
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a
h
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Figure 1 lineage-speecific differentiation off pluripotentt Adipose derived
d
stem
m cells
(hASCs)). Reprinted
d with the peermission frrom [18].

1.2 Tissue Engineerin
ng
Trauma, disease, tum
mor resectionn, and acciddents can soometimes leead to bonee defects
and fractures that require som
me type off replacemennt or bone grafting [222, 23]. Traaditional
methodds to approoach bone defects innclude autoografting, bone from
m the patieent, and
allograffting, bone from
f
a donoor.
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Figure 2 Processingg of isolationn of adiposee-derived sttem cells. Reprinted wiith the
perm
mission from
m [20].

“
standdard” for healing boone defectts, their
Although autografts are the “gold
ve injury, liimitation off supply,
disadvaantages incluude longer anesthesia, blood loss, risk of nerv
and donnor site morrbidity. Perrhaps most importantly
i
, the limitedd volume off bone graftts causes
lookingg for altern
native technniques [23]]. Allograftts (from huuman to huuman) are another
commonly used grafts
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which have theeir own lim
mitations suuch as the risks of

disease

transmiission to thhe host boddy and imm
munologic rrejection [2
23]. Bone tissue engineering
(BTE) is a promissing technique for heaaling bone defects usiing stem ceells overcomes the
disadvaantages of trraditional grafting techhniques [24]]. Recruitin
ng a range of
o biomateriials such
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as polymers, ceramic and composites as carriers for stem cell delivery is promising new
orthopaedic treatment technique to fill bone defects. Recent investigates focus on replacing
nonporous, bioinert materials with more porous, bioactive and osteoinducive scaffolds [21].
There are different techniques such as cell based matrices and cell –matrix composites used
to restore the function of damaged tissue [22]. The three-dimensional structure of scaffolds
supports cells to adhere to the structure, proliferate, differentiate and integrate into
surrounding bone tissue. Bone is composed of about 60% inorganic hydroxyapatite and 30%
organic matrix which is mainly (about 95%) consists of collagen type I (Figure 3) [25]. An
ideal scaffold is biocompatible, biodegradable, porous, and provides adequate mechanical
support to the injured tissue [26]. The three dimensional structure of scaffolds allow it to
integrate into surrounding tissue and eventually be replaced by new formed tissue. The
scaffolds also should be able to transfer cells and growth factor to the defect and encourage
damaged tissue to grow [26]. Cells will not be able to migrate into the deeper layers if the
pores are too small. However, pores that are too large can decrease the strength and
mechanical properties of the scaffold. Thus the range of 200-900 micrometers in size is
optimal for cells to migrate to the structure and the nutrients and waste to pass through [26].
A number of biomaterials such as porous ceramics of hydroxyapatite and β-tricalcium
phosphate seeded with MSCs, have been successfully implanted into animals in vivo [25].
1.3 Biocompatibility
First step of evaluating biocompatibility of a material is in vitro cytotoxicity tests. The
evaluation is based on if the cell stays healthy in direct contact with the material [27]. If the
material is not biocompatible the shape of the cells will change and they won't stay healthy.
In bone tissue engineering there also should be a match between mechanical properties of the
implanted material and the surrounding tissue. Any mismatch in rigidity between the
biomaterial and the tissue results in unsuccessful implantation [27].
6

Figure 3 Thhe hierarchiical structurre of bone at
a its variouss length scaales. Reprintted with
the perrmission froom [25].

1.4 Curren
nt biomaterrials used in
n hASC boone tissue en
ngineeringg strategies
1.4.1 Bioacctive inorgaanic materiials
A wid
de range of bioactivve inorganic materialls, similar to the innorganic
materials
compossition of bonne, are of clinical interrest in the trreatment off bone defeccts. These m
include tricalcium phosphate, HA, and bioactive
b
glasses, alongg with theirr combinations [28,
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p
resorb fastter than HA
A and havve less mecchanical prroperties
29]. Trricalcium phosphates
comparred to HA. A bioactivve hydroxyccarbonated apatite layer rapidly forms
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H and ceraamics in
general are too brrittle so theey cannot be
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applicattions [25].

Figure 4 Hydroxyappatite formedd on the surrface of bioaactive glasss with caulifflower
morphoology foam after immeersion in sim
mulated boddy fluid (SBF
F) for 28 daays. Reprintted with
the perrmission froom [28].

1.4.2 Polym
mers
Bioactivve and biodeegradable polymers
p
haave attractedd increasing
g attention for their
use in ttissue engin
neering scafffolds. Somee natural poolymers thatt are being used in bonne tissue
engineeering includde fibrin, coollagen, hyaluronic accid, alginatee and chitossan [32]. Synthetic
S
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polymers have the benefit of controlling the chemistry of polymers and material composition
(table 1.1). Polymers have some problems if they are using by themselves when it comes to
bone tissue engineering such as high degradation rate in vivo. Polymeric scaffolds even with
higher compressive strength degrade fast in physiological condition[32]. They also have low
cell seeding efficiency specially in 3D form. Produced monomers during degradation of
synthetic polymers, such as polylactic acid (PLA), polyglycolic acid (PGA), and
polycaprolactone (PCL) are removed by the blood. Polymers in general don’t have high
compressive strength [32].
Table 1.1 – A table of the Properties and application of synthetic polymer materials
[33]:

Degradation Degradation
product
time
(Weeks)

Polymer

Tensile/
Compressive
strength

Modulus
(Gpa)

Polyglycolid

-

7.0

4–16

Glycolic
acid

Poly (L-lactide)

40–20

2.7

12–18

L-lactic acid

Poly (L-lactideco–D,L
glycolide)75/25
Poly (L-lactideco–D,L
glycolide)10/90

-

1.9

4–5

D,L-lactic
acid

-

-

12–15

Poly (D, L
lactide) –

-

-

11–15

D,L-lactic
acid
and glycolic
acid
D,L-lactic
acid

Poly (D, Llactidecoglycolide)m75/25

-

2.0

4–5

9

-

Applications

Suture
anchors,
meniscus
repair,
medical
devices,
Fracture
fixation,
interference
screws,
suture
anchors,
Orthopedic
Implants,
coatings
-

Orthopedic
implants,
drug delivary
Plates, mesh,
screws,
tack, drug
delivery

Table 1.1 continued
Polymer

Modulus
(Gpa)

Tensile/
Compressive
strength

Degradation
time
(Weeks)

Degradation Applications
product
D,L-lactic
acid
and glycolic
acid

Poly (D, Llactidecoglycolide)
50/50

-

2.0

1–2

P HA and
blends

20–43

-

Bulk

Poly
caprolactone

-

0.4

[24

4–16

Surface

Polyorthoester 4–16

Caproic acid

-

Drug
delivery,
Fixation and
orthopedics
implant,
adhesion
barriers
Suture
coating,
dental
orthopedic
implants,
Orthopedic
implants
Orthopedic
implants,
foam
coatings,
drug delivery

1.4.3 Hydrogels
Hydrogels such as polyethylene glycol, alginate-based are also commonly used in
the field of tissue engineering [25]. They can be used as space filler agents and also drug and
cell delivery vehicles. Some hydrogels such as alginate are able to crosslink in situ which
means that they can be delivered via minimally invasive surgery [25]. Hydrogels have
viscoelastic material properties which makes them applicable for soft tissues, such as
cartilage. Hydrogels are good candidate for bioactive molecule and cell delivery [25].
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1.4.4 Composite materials
Bone is a composite made of inorganic and organic phases. As a result, composites
of the ceramic polymer can mimic the real bone. Composite materials have improved
physical, biological, and mechanical properties of tissue engineering techniques. Adding
polymer to bioceramic scaffolds decreases the brittleness, controlling the degradability.
Similarly, incorporating the inorganic phase such as HA to the polymers improves the
mechanical properties of the scaffold [34]. Marra et al showed in their study that blending
PLGA with HA improves mechanical properties and also leads to osteogenic behavior of
composite. They noticed a significant difference in mechanical properties particularly tensile
strength between HA and non HA samples which could be due to interfacial bonding between
HA and polymer [35].
Based on recent studies nano sized inorganic components are more bioactive when
in nano scale than a micro-sized ones [25]. Nano sized HA has better properties compared to
micro sized HA which is due to smaller grain size and larger surface to volume ratio. This
larger surface area to volume leads to better sinterability, improved bioactivity and enhanced
densification which can improve mechanical properties [30].
Ducheyne et al claimed that formation of apatite layer or bioactive behavior of ceramics
depends on their structures [36]. Nano scale HA also have releasing rate of calcium ions close
to that of bone which is significantly in higher rate in comparison with micro scale HA [37].
1.5 Thio-Acrylate based polymers
Thiol-ene chemistry has been of a great interest because of advantageous properties
such as simple reactions, rapid polymerization and good compressive strength for tissue
engineering applications. Thiol-acrylate polymers fabricated through photopolymerization are
used in biomedical applications [38]. Base catalyzed Michael addition for the polymerization
of thiol-acrylate polymers (figure 5) has been posited as a biocompatible method for in situ
11

g
[12, 16, 38]. Thiol-acrylatee polymers promote
p
formation of degraadable synthhetic bone grafts
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wn to fabriicate througgh thiolacrylatee chemistry
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n situ tertiarry amine caatalyzed aniionic step grrowth
polym
merization mechanism.
m
Reprinted
R
w the perm
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mission from
m [38].
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1.6 Cell-material interaction
Adhesion of the cells to polymer substrates is of the utmost importance in tissue
engineering which can affect cell proliferation, differentiation and migration [39]. Many
researchers studied the interaction of cells with polymers or other types of biomaterial
substrates to improve the biocompatibility of engineered materials used as substitute tissue
[40]. When scaffolds implanted into the defect, interaction between the cells and scaffold
plays an important role to adhesion of the surrounding tissue and growth of the tissue cells
into the scaffold. Cell –substrate adhesion happened when receptor of the cells and ligand of
the surface interact [41].
Specific polymer characteristics affect in vitro cell adhesion and in vivo tissue
formation. These characteristics include wettability, mechanical integrity, stiffness and
surface charge. There are no general principles indicate the cellular behavior on a
biomaterial. Therefore, in order to study cellular behavior on a substrate, adhesion,
morphology, proliferation, cytotoxicity of the cells are required to be assessed and analyzed
[42, 43]. The hydrophilic nature of the polymer greatly enhances the cells function by aiding
in the extracellular protein adsorption. Hydrophilic substrates support the adhesion of cells,
whereas hydrophobic do not promote cell attachment [39]. There are three main
physiochemical cues categories which affect cell behavior: topographical, mechanical and
chemical [44]. There are many engineered and fabricated materials for tissue engineering
applications that are biocompatible and have fairly good mechanical properties, such as
compressive strength.

However, not all of them have adequate tissue cell-substrate

interaction, which can lead to inflammation in surrounding tissue and implant rejection.
Polymeric biomaterials can be improved by modifying the surface in a way to enhance
interaction between cells and synthetic substrates .Proteins such as RGD or collagen have
been used to aid in the adhesion to polymeric surfaces [45].
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Substrate stiffness play a significant role in the anchoring of stem cells to
biocompatible materials for tissue engineering by sending mechanical feedback to the cells
[7]. The substrate causes the cells to generate mechanical forces, thus it is required for the
substrate to be able to withstand these forces for further spreading and proliferation of cells.
As a result, cells form a delicate cytoskeleton on lower moduli substrates due to weaker
forces that are exerted from the cells [5]. Adhesion of cells on a stiff substrate withstands
pulling noted by the morphology and shape of the cells as shown in figure 6. The cell
morphology is rounded on soft substrates and spindle shaped on stiff substrates. Weak
cytoskeletons cannot support the extent of tissue regeneration needed for bone tissue [5].
Based on recent studies stiffness of a substrate is one of the key factors that affect adhesion of
the cells to the substrate. The environment that cells are in conjunction with in vivo is soft
unlike the hard and stiff substrates that they are usually attached to in vitro. In order to mimic
the in vivo situation researchers studied adhesion of the cells to a polymer gel with tunable
stiffness. These substrates are coated with specific ECM proteins which improve cell
attachment. Integrins are molecules which connect extracellular matrix to the interacellular
cytoskeleton and are main molecules in focal adhesion point (figure 6) [7].
Focal adhesions form when cell bind and adhere to a substrate. These focal adhesions
need mechanical forces to mature and spread over the substrate. These mechanical forces can
be generated by the cytoskeleton part of the cells. Hard and stiff substrates experience large
forces generated by the cells. On these substrates mature focal adhesion forms with an
organized cytoskeleton spread over the cells [46]. A soft substrate cannot withstand the
exerted force from the cell. Therefore, organized and developed cytoskeleton is not formed
on soft substrates [7].
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Figuure 6 Schem
matic representation of an attachedd cell to a su
ubstrate. Repprinted withh the
mission from
m [7].
perm
Stiffness of
o the subsstrate affects the cytooskeletal orrganization and subseequently
morphoology of thee cell. Baseed on diffeerent studies cells spreead more on
o stiffer suubstrates
while thhey stay rou
unded on lesss stiff mateerials as cann be seen in
n figure 7 [7]. These changes in
morphoology of thhe cells afffect cell faate includinng differenttiation pathhway. Furthhermore,
stiffness of the subbstrate and adhesion
a
off the cells too the substraate strongly
y affects viaability of
the cells. For instaance, in a stuudy which compared behavior
b
off osteoblastss on substraates with
differennt stiffness, cells show
wed higher proliferatioon rate and more
m
depossition of mineral on
stiffer ssurfaces [7]..

B

A

C
fibbroblasts on
n A) soft and B) stiff po
olyacrylamiide Gel substrates
Figure 7 Cultured
coatedd with collagen I with rounded
r
and
d spindle shhape morpho
ology respectively. Repprinted
with the permission from [7].
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Preparation of thiol-acrylate composites
All chemicals were used as received. Poly (ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA, Mn
700), TMPeTA (692 & 912), trimethylolpropane tris(3-mercaptopropianate) (TMPTMP)
were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. Diethylamine (DEA) was obtained with 99% purity from
AGROS Organics. The catalyst DEA was added to TMPeTA/PBS with increasing % relative
to acrylate functionality forming a stock solution. The polymer was prepared by adding
TMPTMP to TMPeTA/DEA stock in a 1:1 molar functionality. Eight different sample groups
were fabricated for the following characterizations with 692 and 912 TMPeTA with 2.8, 5.0,
10, 16.1% DEA. A PEGDA polymer sample was fabricated as described above by adding 5%
DEA to PEGDA forming a stock solution which was added to TMPTMP at a 1:1 ratio.
2.2 Mechanical testing
Cylindrical solid and foam scaffolds with dimensions of 45mm (diameter)× 25mm
(height) were tested to determine maximal compressive strength and bulk modulus. Scaffolds
were subjected to compression testing at 90% strain. A universal testing machine (Instron
Model 5696, Canton, MA, USA) was used at an extension rate of 0.5 mm/min [47].
2.3 Contact angle measurement
Contact angles were determined using VCA Surface Analysis System with Optima
XE software for the 692 and 912 TMPeTA fabricated with 2.8, 5.0, 10, 16.1% DEA relative
to acrylate functionality. Nanopure water (5ul) was dispensed automatically and allowed to
equilibrate for 30 seconds on three separate locations of each polymer sample.
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2.4 hASC isolation and culture
Subcutaneous adipose tissue liposuction extracts were acquired from three donors
under an approved IRB protocol (LSU#E9239). The procedure involving the hASC isolation
is described elsewhere [48]. “Passage 0” refers to the primary cell cultures initial passage
and is denoted as p0. The hASCs were trypsinized, split, and plated at a density of 5000
cells/cm2 (“Passage 1”) for expansion on T125 flasks to attain 80% confluency. For all cell
based tests, passage 2 was used.
2.5 Cell seeding on solid constructs
Prior to polymerization, the monomers were sterilized by filtering through a 0.45um
nylon syringe filter (Celltreat). After sample preparation according to section 2.1, the 8
sample groups were immersed in stromal media (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM), 10% FBS (Fetal Bovine Serum), 1% triple antibiotic solution) for 24 hours.
HASCs were added to each sample with the concentration of 50000 cells/well then incubated
at 37 ℃ for 7 days followed by changing media every 3 days.
2.6 Live/Dead staining
Live/dead staining (Cell viability®, Invitrogen – using a Leica TCS SP2 spectral
Confocal)) were performed to assess viability of hASCs on the solid constructs 1, 4 and 7
days after seeding. 300µl of PBS containing 4 µM EthD-1 and 2 µM Calcein-AM
(Invitrogen) was added to each sample followed by incubation at room temperature for 10
min. The samples were then imaged using a fluorescent microscope (Zeiss SteREO
Lumar.V12 fluorescence stereomicroscope). to detect live(green) and dead(red) cells on the
samples.
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2.7 Picogreen assay
Total DNA content was used to determine the proliferation of cells on each sample. In
order to do that, all the samples were lysed using proteinase with the concentration of
0.5mg/ml overnight at 56°C. DNA quantification was done by mixing 50 µl of Proteinase K
solution and 50 µl of Picogreen dye solution ( Invitrogen™Quant-iT™ PicoGreen™ dsDNA
Assay Kit) in 96 well plates[38]. 100 µl of dye were used as a background and was subtracted
from the numbers. Samples were excited at 480 nm and total DNA concentration was
compared to a standard curve generated from serial dilutions of hASC in order to calculate
the number of the cells in each well.
2.8 Mass loss
The 692 and 912 TMPeTA with 2.8, 5.0, 10, 16.1% DEA polymer samples were
fabricated as noted above and punched into (10mm x 10mm) sized constructs. The samples
were freeze-dried for 24 hours, and then submerged in F12 media for 7 days at 37°C. The
samples were freeze-dried post the 7 day soaking time to remove any absorbed moisture.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Material characterization
Thiol acrylate polymers synthesized via Michael addition offer a polymer that
supports the adhesion of stem cells to its surface without the alteration or functionalization
with sticky peptides. As shown in the mechanism (figure 8), the scheme begins with the
formation of a tertiary amine catalyst by the Michael addition of the amine to the alkene
group found within an acrylate. This tertiary amine acts as a strong base deprotonating the
thiol which starts the polymerization reaction. As the concentrations of the newly formed
tertiary amine catalyst increases, so do the rate of the reactions, which allows for tunable cure
times depending on the application [49]. These anionic step-growth polymerization thiolacrylate reactions lack a termination step, which reduce the concentration of unreacted
monomers after the polymerization reaction is quenched. This property is important to the
biocompatibility of a substrate, but characteristics including hydrophilicity, crosslinking
density, and chemical composition have greater influence on the adhesion and differentiation
of the cells.
3.2 Live/Dead staining
Attachment of hASCs to TMPeTA-co-TMPTMP substrates was verified using
fluorescent microscopy imaging at 1, 4, and 7. Live/dead assay showed the viability of the
live cells by fluorescing green and the dead by fluorescing red. The adhesion of the hASCs
on the surface of the samples was observed by the spindle shape morphology. Controls
containing no cells were included as a means of comparison. As shown in figure 9, cells
successfully attached to the surface of the TMPeTA(692) 2.8%-16.1% DEA polymer at day 1
post cell-seeding and remained attached throughout the 7 day study.
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reactionn. The first line denotes the synthessis of the inn situ amine catalyst.

The live/deead stain im
mages show
wed no attaachment onn TMPeTA((912)-co-TM
MPTMP
sampless(2.8-16.1%
%DEA) at day
d 4 and 7.
7 No attachhment was observed on
o the PEG
GDA-coTMPTM
MP substratte 24 hr afteer seeding (figure
(
10). Therefore no
n further viability
v
testting was
perform
med on PEG
GDA due to the initial poor
p
results..
3.3 Picogreeen assay
Cell prolifeeration studdies were peerformed att different time
t
points (day 1, 4, 7) for a
total off 7 days. Thee picogreenn results for all 8 groupss have been
n shown in Figure
F
11. For
F the 4
TMPeT
TA(692) sam
mples, an increase
i
in cell numbber was ind
dicated from
m day 1 too 7 after
seedingg which is inn agreementt with the po
ositive conttrol.
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In contrastt, TMPeTA
A(912) sampples revealeed a steadyy decrease in
i attached cells at
ming that cell number was reduceed between day 1 and 4.
4 Analysis of DNA
day 4 annd 7 confirm
values showed
s
thatt TMPeTA polymers syynthesized with the low
wer averagee molecularr weight,
692, aree more suitaable substraates for cellu
ular proliferration.

Figurre 9 Live/deead fluoresccence imaginng of hASC
Cs on TMPeeTA(692) att day 1,4,7 and
a
TMPeT
TA(912) at day
d 1.

F
Figure 10 Live/dead
L
fluuorescence imaging off hASCs on PEGDA(7000) at day 1.
1
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Live/dead results are in agreem
ment with picogreen
p
(figure 11)) which shhowed a
n the numbeer of spindlee shape cells for TMP
PeTA(912)-cco-TMPTM
MP while
significcant drop in
showingg a proliferaation and sppreading of cells for thee TMPeTA((692)-co-TM
MPTMP sam
mples
(figure 9). The exttent of crossslinking dennsity a subsstrate possesses plays a significannt role in
the anchhoring of sttem cells too biocompaatible materiials for tissue engineerring [7] by sending
mechannical feedbaack to the cells. Thee substrate causes the cells to geenerate mecchanical
forces tthus it is reequired for the substraate to be abble to with
hstand thesee forces forr further
spreadinng and proliferation off cells.

Fiigure 11 DN
NA contentt TMPeTA(692)-TMP
PTMP sampples(2.8%, 5%,10% annd
16.1%DEA
A), and TMP
PeTA(912)--TMPTMP(( 2.8%, 5%, 10% and 16.1%DEA).

Therefore, lower crossslinked subsstrates havee a delicate cytoskeleto
on formed from
f
the
weaker forces thaat are exerteed from thhe cells. Addhesion of cells on a highly crosslinked
substrattes withstannds more puulling notedd by the morphology an
nd shape off the cells as shown
in figurre 9.
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Cell morphology is rounded on soft substrates and more spindle shape on highly
cross-linked substrates. HASCs were unable to stay attached after day 1 on the
TMPeTA(912) correlating to its inability to form a mature cytoskeleton. These weak
cytoskeletons can’t support the extent of tissue regeneration needed for bone tissue.
3.4 Mechanical properties
Since Young’s modulus and crosslinking density are related, the compression
modulus was determined for each of the polymers to verify the correlation between the crosslinking of the polymer network and cell attachment. Figure 12 shows a decrease in modulus
with increasing amine for both TMPeTA(692) and TMPeTA(912). The varying amine
content did not have an effect on cell proliferation for the TMPeTA(692) and (912) samples
over the 7 day study. Figure 12, also illustrates that the TMPeTA(692) possessed an overall
higher modulus compared to TMPeTA(912) due to TMPeTA(692) having a shorter backbone
compared to TMPeTA(912). The shorter backbone yields a more tightly crosslinked network
which may be responsible for the increase in cell adhesion on TMPeTA(692) compared to
TMPeTA(912) (Figure 9) [50],[51]. The di-functional monomer, PEGDA(700), used in the
synthesis of the PEGDA-co-TMPTMP polymer described earlier, did not support appear to
support cell attachment as no cells were adhered after 24 hours (Figure 10). This correlates
with crosslink density as PEGDA (700)-co-TMPTMP is a less crosslinked polymer compared
to the tri-functional TMPeTAs containing system. This data is consistent with previous
studies wherein the higher the average functionality of a polymer, the higher the overall
crosslinking density of the network [51] .
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Young's Modulus (MPa)
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6.1%

Figuure 12 Youn
ng’s Moduluus as a functtion of DEA
A concentraation for TM
MPeTA(6922) and
TM
MPeTA(912).

A prevviously stud
died thiol-aacrylate sysstem, PETA
A-co-TMPT
TMP, was synthesized via a
Michaeel addition reaction
r
andd supports cell
c adhesioon by SEM and prolifeeration over a 7 day
study. PETA-co-T
P
TMPTMP not
n only had
d an averagge function
nality of 3, it does nott have a
polymer compared to both
repeatinng group. This yieldded an eveen tighter crosslinked
c
TMPeT
TA and PEG
GDA containning polymers.
3.5 Contacct angle meeasurementt
Wettability
y is another factor that affects cell adhesion on
o polymeriic substratess. It was
reportedd that a mooderate wetttability rannging from 20-40 degrrees is desirred to prom
mote the
adhesioon of cells, where suuper hydropphobic/hydrophilic su
ubstrates doo not suppport cell
adhesioon well [1, 52].
5 Watcheem et al. stuudied the efffect of wettaability on polymeric suubstrates
used in tissue engin
neering, succh as PMM
MA (poly(meethyl methaacrylate)) , PLLA(polyP
-L-lactic
acid) annd TCPS (tissue-cultu
(
ure polysty
yrene), and observed increasing
i
cell adhesion with
increasiing of contaact angles [552].
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Figure 13 Contactt Angles of the
t TMPeT
TA(692) andd (912) withh varying DE
EA(%) deteermined
by diispensing a 5ul drop off nanopure water.
w

Figure 13 displays the initial co
ontact anglees for TMPeTA(692) and
a TMPeT
TA(912)
i
in hydrophiliccity with inccreasing
polymeers ranging between 288-45 degreees with an increase
amine content.
c
Thhis is likely a result off the aminee catalyst foormed in thhe first stepp of this
polymeerization inccreasing thee polarity off the overalll polymer. Another facctor contribbuting to
its hyddrophilicity is the ethhoxylated repeating
r
g
groups
conntained withhin the monomer,
TMPeT
TA [53]. Hyydrophilic suurfaces succh as tissue culture polyystyrene abbsorb more proteins
such ass fibronectinn than hydrrophobic materials.
m
Hoowever, deccreased celll adhesion ppolymer
surfacess that exhiibit contactt angles beelow 30 deegrees show
w a, whichh supports that the
TMPeT
TA (912) maay be too hyydrophilic for
f sustainedd cell attachhment[54].
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Surface charge also contributes to cell adhesion as a result of the interaction of
charged proteins such as extracellular matrix and the substrate. Many commercially available
culture flasks and dishes used for cell proliferation experiments are coated using poly-llysine, which also contains a charged amine functional group [55]. The chemical composition
of the TMPeTA polymers includes the incorporation of the amine catalyst, shown in the first
step of figure 8, which is integrated into the polymer network. The tertiary amine catalyst
formed is positively charged at physiological pH causing an overall positive charge to the
polymer. This increase in overall charge with respect to amine content may explain in part
why the 16.1%DEA TMPeTA(692) polymer promotes cell attachment/proliferation while the
2.8%DEA TMPeTA(912) does not promote attachment despite both polymers yielding
similar contact angles and modulus.
3.6 Mass loss
The degradation of wellstudied polymers such as polycaprolactone(PCL) and polylactic-co-glycolic acid copolymers(PLGA) have been shown to affect the cell
adhesion/proliferation of stem cells. The disruption of the crosslinked network in ester
containing monomers (TMPeTA, PLGA, and PCL) has been shown due to the hydrolysis of
the ester bonds in acidic or basic environments[56]. The change in mass over 7 days was
measured for each %DEA TMPeTA(692)-co-TMPTMP and TMPeTA(912)-co-TMPTMP as
noted in figure 14 to study how mass loss may affecttheir ability to adsorb proteins
needed for cell adhesion. Despite the 16.1%DEA 692 polymer mass loss of ~10%, it
was able to sustain attachment/proliferation. This is due to the overall increase in
charge per surface area from the in situ catalyst found on the smaller monomer (692)
compared the 912 monomer.
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Figurre 14 Mass loss over 7 days in DM
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4. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
4.1 Summary
Biomaterials are divided into three main categories: ceramics, polymers and
composites. Bioceramics are good osteoinducers however they are too brittle and don't have
adequate mechanical stability. Polymers on the other hand are not as brittle and can modify
the brittleness of the ceramic. Any new developed biomaterial should be able to support cell
or surrounding tissue adhesion in order to integrate to the damaged tissue and induce defect
healing. In this research the novel thiol-acrylate polymer (TMPeTA-TMPTMP) was
developed as a potential biomaterial. This polymer has the advantage of easy and rapid
polymerization process over the other polymeric biomaterials. This research showed that
TMPeTA supports adipose derived stem cell adhesion without any surface modification. The
cells showed viability up to day 7 after initial seeding.
4.2 Conclusion
The

mechanism

isacomplicatednvolving

in
many

which

hASCs

factors.

The

attach

to

TMPeTA(692)

polymeric
displayed

substrates
better

cell

attachment/proliferation versus the TMPeTA(912) samples due to it possessing higher
crosslinking density, moderate wettability, and lower overall mass loss. The in situ amine
catalyst was also a contributing factor especially in terms of the 16.1%DEA TMPeTA(692)
sample. It exhibited mass loss comparable to 912 samples, but the higher charge density
aided the 16.1%DEA TMPeTA(692) to promote cell attachment/proliferation.
Overall TMPeTA (692) supported cell adhesion without any modification which was proved
by live/dead staining.Picogreen assay which is a DNA counting assay showed an increase in
number of the cells up to day 7 for TMPeTA(692). This polymer also has hydrophilicity
behaviour that can improve it's adhesion to the serrounding tisue in vivo when implante into
the defect.
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4.3 Future works
1. Performing nano indentation to find the stiffness of the surface of the all 8 groups and
study the relation between cell adhesion and stiffness using focal adhesion staining.
2. Study the viability of the material in a longer period of time (up to 21) and running 21
day osteogenic study in vitro.
3. In order to better understand the biocompatibility, mechanical strength, and
osteogenic potential of the polymer an in vivo study within small animals can be
done.
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